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Abstract
Historically, the psychophysical evidence for ‘‘selective attention’’ originated mainly from visual search experiments. A ﬁrst
important distinction in the processing of information in visual search tasks is its separation in two stages. The ﬁrst, early ‘‘pre-
attentive’’ stage operates in parallel across the entire visual ﬁeld extracting single ‘‘primitive features’’ without integrating them. The
second ‘‘attentive’’ stage corresponds to the specialized integration of information from a limited part of the ﬁeld at any one time,
i.e. serially. So far, models based on the above mentioned two-stage processes have been able to distinguish features from con-
junction search conditions based on the observed slopes of the linear relation between reaction time (i.e., search time) and the
number of items in the stimulus array. We propose a neuroscience based model for visual attention that works across the visual ﬁeld
in parallel, but due to its intrinsic dynamics can show the two experimentally observed modes of visual attention, namely: the serial
focal attention and the parallel spread of attention over space. The model demonstrates that neither explicit serial focal search nor
saliency maps need to be assumed. In the present model the focus of attention is not included in the system but only emerges after
convergence of the dynamical behaviour of the neural networks. Furthermore, existing models have not been able to explain the
variation of slopes observed in diﬀerent kinds of conjunction search modes. We hypothesize that the diﬀerent slopes can be ex-
plained by assuming that selective attention is guided by an independent mechanism which corresponds to the independent search
for each feature. The model consistently integrates the diﬀerent neuroscience levels by considering the microscopic neurodynamical
mechanism that underlies visual attention, the diﬀerent brain areas of the dorsal or ‘‘where’’ and ventral or ‘‘what’’ paths of the
visual cortex, and behavioural data.
 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Visual selective attention: problems and paradigms
The relation between brain and intelligent behaviour
is one of the central questions in Cognitive Neuropsy-
chology. The formulation of this question is simple, but
in order to be able to answer it, another diﬃcult issue
must be clariﬁed before, namely: How we select the in-
formation to which we react and how behavioural
programs, with which we respond, are chosen. Low
developed animals possess only very limited sensorial
capabilities and a restricted behavioural repertoire. On
the contrary, high developed animals, like primates,
have a much more eﬃcient sensorial system and there-
fore a greater variation of possibilities in their behaviour.
Expansion of the sensorial and motor capabilities in-
creases the problem of selection, i.e. which information
is relevant to react to. Nowhere is this more evident than
in the human visual system, where the amount of in-
formation transferred from the retina to the brain is
estimated to be in the range of 108–109 bits per second,
and by far exceeds what the brain is capable of fully
processing and assimilating into conscious experience. 1
Paradoxically, in spite of the massively parallel charac-
ter of computations performed by the human brain, it
appears that biological systems employ a serial pro-
cessing strategy for managing the enormous amount of
information to be processed in short time during the
interaction with the environment. The postulated
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mechanism for dealing with this bottleneck of infor-
mation processing is attention. The concept of attention
implies that we can focus on certain components of the
sensorial input, of motor programs, or of internal rep-
resentations to be processed preferentially, by shifting
the focus of processing activities in a serial fashion from
one location to another. This mechanism is commonly
known as selective or focal attention (Broadbent, 1958;
Kahneman, 1973; Neisser, 1967).
In the case of the visual system, only a small fraction
of information received reaches a level of processing to
be voluntarily reported or directly used to inﬂuence
behaviour. The psychophysical work of Helmholtz
(1867) has originated a commonly employed metaphor
for focal attention in terms of a spotlight (Crick, 1984;
Treisman, 1982). The formulated metaphor postulates a
spotlight of attention which illuminates a portion of the
ﬁeld of view where stimuli are processed in more detail,
and brings it to a higher level of processing (Eriksen &
Hoﬀmann, 1973). In other words, the information out-
side the spotlight is ﬁltered out. Experimental maps of
the attentional spotlight have been introduced by Sagi
and Julesz (1986) by asking observers to detect the
presence or absence of a peripheral probe dot while
carrying out a concurrent letter discrimination task.
Sperling and Weichselgartner (1995) demonstrated that
the spotlight does not sweep continuously across the
view, but rather fades in one place while increasing its
strength in another. Pylyshyn and Storm (1988) have
shown that the focal selection performed by the spot-
light does not necessarily involve contiguous parts of the
visual ﬁeld. It was clear since Helmholtz that visual se-
lective attention can diverge from the direction of gaze
and that attention can be voluntarily focussed on a peri-
pheral part of the visual ﬁeld, i.e. the spotlight can be
moved through the scene with or without eye move-
ments. This fact implies a relevant division into overt
and covert attention (Pashler, 1996). In the case of overt
attentional shifts eye movements (saccades) are con-
comitant; in contrast, covert attention changes the focus
selected without any movement of the eyes.
It is clear that the Helmholtzian view of an atten-
tional spotlight alludes to a serial processing mode re-
quiring the complete scanning of the visual display. A
complementary aspect of visual attention originates
from James (1890), who generalized Helmholtz atten-
tional theory. James extended the idea of focal attention
by introducing the concept of dispersed attention. The
dispersed attention is a parallel process which operates
across the entire visual ﬁeld. James (1890) proposed that
focused and dispersed attention are extremes in the
spectrum of attentional states. Based on these notions,
Neisser (1967) formulated a view in which visual search
is done in two stages (see also Shaw, 1978; Shaw &
Shaw, 1977). The ﬁrst preattentive part comprises pro-
cesses that are fast, parallel and involuntary, the second
attentive part comprises processes that are slow, serial
and voluntary.
A very inﬂuential reﬁnement of this approach has
been the Feature Integration Theory of visual selective
attention (Treisman & Gelade, 1980). This theory is
capable of explaining the outcome of numerous psy-
chophysical experiments on visual search and oﬀers as
well a founded interpretation of the binding problem.
The binding problem is the question for the mechanisms
involved in the fusion of features that compose an ob-
ject, such as colour, form and motion (see Rolls & Deco
(2002) for more details). The current version of feature
integration (Treisman, 1988) is in many respects diﬀer-
ent from the original theory by Treisman and Gelade
(1980). In the feature integration theory, the ﬁrst early
preattentive stage runs in parallel across the complete
visual ﬁeld extracting single primitive features without
integrating them. The second attentive stage corres-
ponds to the specialized integration of information from
a limited part of the ﬁeld at any one time, i.e. serially.
The psychophysical evidence for this theory originates
mainly from visual search experiments. In a typical
psychophysical experiment on visual search the observer
is instructed to look at the display. A frame containing
randomly positioned items is presented on this display.
The number of items in a frame is called frame or set
size. Before the presentation of a frame a target item or a
set of target items is shown to the subject. All other
items in a frame which are not part of the target set are
called distractors. The task of the observer is to search
for a given target item in a frame. Reaction time (i.e., the
response to the target) is usually measured as a function
of the frame size. There are principally two kinds of
search paradigms: feature and conjunction search
(Quinlan & Humphreys, 1987; Treisman & Sato, 1990;
Wolfe, Cave, & Franzel, 1989). In a feature search task
the target diﬀers from the distractors in one and the
same feature, e.g. in colour. In a conjunction search
task, the distractor items are clustered in diﬀerent
groups. The target item diﬀers from each distractor
group, but not from all distractors in the same feature.
One can distinguish between standard and triple con-
junction search. In the standard conjunction search
condition, there are two distractor groups, each having
two features, and the target shares one feature with each
distractor group. In a triple conjunction search the tar-
get may diﬀer from all distractor groups in one or more
features. So far, models based on the above mentioned
two-stage processes have been able to distinguish feature
from conjunction search based on the observed slopes of
the linear relation between reaction time and number of
items in the screen. In conjunctive search experiments
feature integration is required for ﬁnding the target, and
search time increases linearly with frame size, meaning
that a serial process must be involved. On the other
hand, in feature search conditions that do not involve
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integration of features but require only detection of
single features, search time is independent of frame size,
i.e. it implies the activation of parallel processes only
which pop-out the target. Feature integration theory
achieves dynamic binding by selectively gating each of
the separate feature maps so that only those features
lying within the attentional spotlight are passed to
higher level recognition systems. Recently, Nakayama
and Silverman (1986) and Treisman (1988) have shown
that there are some conjunction search tasks that can be
accomplished in parallel. For example, Nakayama and
Silverman (1986) showed that targets deﬁned by colour
and motion can be searched in parallel. On the other
hand, targets deﬁned by colour and orientation or shape
and orientation (Posner & Dehaene, 1994) yielded large
slopes in the reaction time vs. frame size plots. Fur-
thermore, conjunction search can yield reaction times
that range continuously from roughly 0 ms per item, i.e.
parallel, to 30–50 ms per item, controverting the simple
distinction between parallel and serial search. A modi-
ﬁed theory proposes that focal attention needs not
necessarily be constrained to spatial dimensions, but can
also be involved in the selection of feature dimensions
like colour, motion, etc. as well. Thus, objects possessing
common features with the target may be prioritized for
selection.
Alternatively, Duncan (1980) and Duncan and
Humphreys (1989) have proposed a scheme that inte-
grates both attentional modes (parallel and serial) as an
instantiation of a common principle. They explain both
single feature and conjunction search on the basis of the
same operations involving, on the one hand, grouping
between items in the ﬁeld and, on the other, matching of
those items or groups to a memory template of the
target. This matching process supports items with fea-
tures consistent with the template and inhibits those
with diﬀerent features. This would be the same for all
the features comprising the stimuli: colour, shape, lo-
cation, etc. This process of feature selection suggests
that subjects utilize top-down information (from the
template) independent of localisation of the stimuli in
space. The attentional theory of Duncan and Humph-
reys (1989) proposed that there is both parallel acti-
vation of a target template (from multiple items in the
ﬁeld) and competition between items (and between the
template and non-matching items) so that, ultimately,
only one object is selected. Recently, several neuro-
physiological experiments, that we review in Section 3.2,
have provided evidence which is consistent with a role
for a top-down memory target template in visual search
(Chelazzi, Miller, Duncan, & Desimone, 1993; Motter,
1994a,b).
A challenging question is therefore: is the linearly
increasing search time which is observed in some visual
search tests necessarily due to a serial mechanism? Or
can it be explained by the dynamical time-consuming
latency of a parallel process? In other words, are priority
maps and spotlight mechanisms required? A second in-
teresting question is to determine the characteristics of
top-down aided competition in feature space. It should
be clariﬁed whether this competition is achieved inde-
pendently in each feature dimension or whether it occurs
after binding the feature dimensions of each item.
The aim of this paper is to study these issues from a
computational perspective. In the present work we fol-
low a computational neuropsychological approach to
perform a more speciﬁc diﬀerentiation of the subpro-
cesses involved in visual search. We formulate a
computational cortical system based on the ‘‘biased
competition’’ hypothesis that consists of interconnected
populations of cortical neurons distributed in diﬀerent
brain modules which can be related to the diﬀerent areas
of the dorsal or ‘‘where’’ and the ventral or ‘‘what’’
paths of the primate visual cortex. External attentional
top-down bias is deﬁned as inputs coming from higher
prefrontal modules which are not explicitly modelled.
Intermodular attentional biasing is modelled through
the coupling between pools of diﬀerent modules, which
are explicitly modelled. Attention appears now as an
emergent eﬀect that supports the dynamical evolution of
the processing network to a state where all constraints
given by the stimulus and external bias are satisﬁed. We
demonstrate that it is possible to build a neural system
for visual search, which works across the visual ﬁeld in
parallel but, due to the diﬀerent latencies of its dyna-
mics, can show the two experimentally observed modes
of visual attention, namely: the serial focal attention and
the parallel spread of attention over space. In opposition
to the ‘‘Feature Integration Theory’’ and the ‘‘Spotlight
Paradigm’’ of Helmholtz, neither a spotlight, nor ex-
plicit serial focal search nor saliency maps need to be
assumed. The model oﬀers also a mechanism for feature
binding required for the explanation of conjunction
visual search tasks. For explaining this kind of experi-
mental data, we pose in this neurodynamical computa-
tional model an independent competition mechanism
along each feature dimension. This implies the necessity
of the independent character of visual search in sepa-
rated but not integrated feature dimensions. The binding
of these feature dimensions is achieved by the atten-
tional dynamical interaction between the posterior
parietal module and the separated visual modules cor-
responding to each diﬀerent independent feature di-
mension. Consequently, the posterior parietal module
binds the diﬀerent feature dimensions by representing
the spatial information integrated by attention. In this
form, the model is able to explain the various slopes
observed in diﬀerent kinds of conjunction searches.
Even more, the model predicts new behaviours for
novel modalities of conjunction search that were also
tested experimentally with normal subjects. The neural
population dynamics are handled analytically in the
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framework of the mean-ﬁeld approximation. Conse-
quently, the whole process can be expressed as a system
of coupled diﬀerential equations.
Before starting with the functional and mathematical
description of our model in Section 4, let us review in
Section 2 very brieﬂy the existing computational models
of visual selective attention and in Section 3 the basic
physiological constraints that we will take into account
in our computational formulation.
2. Computational models of visual attention
In order to have a more concrete speciﬁcation of the
mechanism underlying visual attention and binding of
features, a number of computational models have been
proposed aiming to explain the various psychophysical
ﬁndings. In general, most of the models postulate the
existence of a saliency or priority map for registering the
potentially interesting areas of the retinal input, and a
gating mechanism for reducing the amount of incoming
visual information, so that the limited computational
resources of the brain can handle it.
The aim of a priority map is to represent topo-
graphically the relevance of the diﬀerent parts of the
visual ﬁeld, in order to have an a priori mechanism for
guiding the attentional focus on salient regions of the
retinal input. The focused region will be gated, so that
only the information within it will be passed further to
the higher level and will be processed. There are several
implementations of priority maps. Koch and Ullman
(1985) proposed a map built by bottom-up information
(e.g. based on the diﬀerence of a particular stimulus
relative to its neighborhood), which in combination with
a winner-takes-all mechanism selects the currently most
salient feature in the map and directs attention to its
location via a gating strategy. Van de Laar, Heskes,
and Gielen (1997) generated a priority map in a task-
dependent way in order to incorporate top-down in-
formation. The position in the priority map associated
with the target of the search is maximized, i.e. the po-
sition where all input features are equal or similar to the
ones deﬁning the target is selected. Due to the fact that
the target can change in each task, this approach deﬁnes
a modiﬁable task-dependent priority map.
From a neurophysiological point of view it is still
unclear whether such a functional saliency map is most
likely implemented in a highly distributed manner across
diﬀerent cortical and subcortical structures, or whether
saliency is implemented directly in the individual cortical
feature maps. Gottlieb, Kusunoki, and Goldberg (1998)
have published electrophysiological evidence of neurons
in area LIP (lateral intraparietal, a subdivision of the
posterior parietal cortex PP) that directly can encode
stimulus salience. They observed that these neurons
show a very strong response to the sharp onset of a
stimulus, but do not respond when a steady stimulus is
brought inside their receptive ﬁeld. In both cases, the
stimulus in the receptive ﬁeld is the same, but is only in
the ﬁrst case of ‘‘interest’’. In contrast, Desimone and
Duncan (1995) claim that saliency-based attention can
be realized without a priority map.
A more reﬁned account of visual search is the
‘‘Guided Search Model’’ of Wolfe et al. (1989) (see also
Wolfe, 1994). The basic idea is that a serial visual at-
tention stage can be guided by a parallel feature-com-
putation stage. The latter generates a priority map
which is used for guiding the localised control of the
focal attention mechanism at an explicit serial stage of
processing. When saliency values along each dimension
are summed to calculate the order of serial inspection,
the target should always be the ﬁrst candidate. However,
because of noise in the parallel processing stage, the
target will not always be given the highest activation
values.
Consequently, some distractors will be inspected be-
fore conjunction targets, producing eﬀects of display size
on visual search. It is interesting to remark that in the
‘‘Guided Search Model’’ the priority map is generated
after the conjunction of the features, so that competition
mechanisms are only involved at this level.
Recently, Olshausen, Anderson, and Van Essen
(1993) presented a model of how visual attention can
solve the object-recognition problem of position and
scale invariance. The model relies on a set of control
neurons to dynamically modify the synaptic strengths of
intracortical connections so that information from a
windowed region of primary visual cortex (V1) is se-
lectively routed to higher cortical areas. This corres-
ponds to a dynamical routing of the information ﬂow
from the sensory input to the higher levels by means of a
gating mechanism. They also hypothesize that the
pulvinar nucleus of the thalamus may provide the con-
trol signals for routing information trough the cortex
and that the control neurons modify intracortical con-
nection strengths via multiplicative dendrite interactions
(e.g., via the NMDA-receptor channel). This is consis-
tent with work of Zihl and von Cramon (1979) who on
the basis of observations in a brain-injured patient
proposed that the pulvinar nucleus of the thalamus is
involved in the spatial control of attention. Other neural
network based models of attention have also utilized the
concept of control neurons for directing information
ﬂow (see for example Ahmad, 1992; Niebur & Koch,
1994; Tsotsos, 1991). On the other hand, the explicit
neural implementation of the Olshausen gating mecha-
nism would be in fact implausible, given the large
numbers of units and connections needed.
It is important to remark that models utilizing the
concept of priority maps and dynamical routing of in-
formation ﬂow are compatible with Treismans feature
integration theory. In fact, the routing of information
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lying within the attentional window during each atten-
tional step oﬀers a mechanism for the binding of the
involved features. This avoids the combinatorial explo-
sion of computational resources that are required if the
brain utilizes a hard-wired neural representation for
each of the possible feature conjunctions that could
occur in the visual world.
The search via recursive rejection (SERR) model of
Humphreys and M€uller (1993) is based on the recursive
rejection of areas of ﬁeld where stable and unambiguous
grouping has been achieved. Spatial-parallel-grouping
plays an important role in visual search and can gener-
ate both ﬂat and linear reaction time functions. Search is
easy if identical distractors group separately from tar-
gets. On the other hand, search is diﬃcult if distractors
do not tend to group between themselves but also group
to some degree with the target, i.e. when the distractors
are heterogeneous and share features with the target.
The SERR model is especially suitable for describing
grouping eﬀects in visual search. Furthermore, as sug-
gested by Humphreys and M€uller (1993), grouping can
operate in diﬀerent ways at diﬀerent levels of image
processing, in the sense that there may be inhibitory or
facilitatory interaction at the single-feature level or at
the level after conjoining the features.
The standard model used to predict psychophysical
threshold, Signal Detection Theory (see Verghese (2001),
for a detailed Review) has been also applied to visual
search. Signal Detection Theory does not require the
two-stage parallel preattentive and serial attentive pro-
cesses, but only a parallel stage followed by a simple
decision rule. In the Signal Detection Theory framework,
set size eﬀects depend on the discriminability of the target
from the distractors. Set size eﬀects are small when dis-
criminability is high and large when discriminability is
low. Verghese (2001) remarked that this is not a serial–
parallel dichotomy, but a whole continuum that depends
on discriminability. Several psychophysical studies have
successfully used this framework to predict the eﬀect of
discriminability on search performance (Eckstein, Tho-
mas, Palmer, & Shimozaki, 2000; Graham, Kramer, &
Yager, 1987; Palmer et al., 1993; Pavel, Econopouly, &
Landy, 1992; Shaw, 1982, 1984; Verghese & Nakayama,
1994; Verghese & Stone, 1995). In this sense, the parallel
character of the involved process, the independent
character of each feature detector (at the level of feature
dimension and location) and the underlying competition
is common with our model. Actually, we believe that our
model complements the Signal Detection Theory in the
sense that yields a more biological plausible framework
for visual attention that describes and uniﬁes diﬀerent
levels of neuroscience (i.e. neurobiological, neurophysio-
logical and psychologicakl levels; see Rolls & Deco
(2002), for complementary experimental evidence at the
level of single-neuron, functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI), psychophysics and neuropsychology,
that can be modelled with the present theoretical
framework).
Computational neuroscience based models of atten-
tion integrating, in a unifying form, the explanation of
several existing experimental data at diﬀerent neuro-
science levels (single cell recordings, fMRI studies, and
psychophysical and neuropsychological studies) have
been already formulated by Deco and Zihl (2001a,b,c,
submitted for publication). In this paper, we extend
these models and conﬁrm experimentally concrete and
speciﬁc theoretical predictions derived from our model
for conjunctive visual search conditions.
3. Physiological constraints
We expose in this section the three main constraints
that are explicitly considered in our theory, namely: the
segregation of the visual system into a dorsal and ventral
stream and the biased competition hypothesis.
3.1. The dorsal and ventral paths of the visual cortex
A major portion of the posterior neocortex of pri-
mates is dedicated to the processing of visual informa-
tion. Around 30 diﬀerent cortical areas have been
identiﬁed to process visual information (Felleman &
Van Essen, 1991; Van Essen, 1985; Van Essen, Fell-
eman, DeYoe, Olavarria, & Knierim, 1990). A ﬁrst
functional distinction between these areas is based on
the kind of visual processing performed, namely whether
low-level or high-level computation is executed (Van
Essen, 1985). Low-level processing refers to the extrac-
tion of edges, textures and colours from sensory inputs
in brain areas that are typically topographically orga-
nized. High-level functions involve the processing of
information based on previously stored knowledge. The
areas associated with such processing often are not topo-
graphically organized.
A widely accepted neurophysiological model de-
scribes the visual processing of information as two main
neural streams engaged in the analysis of an objects
intrinsic and spatial properties (Ungerleider & Mishkin,
1982). The objects properties pathway computing
shape, colour, etc. runs from the occipital lobe down to
the inferior temporal lobe (areas V1, V2, V4, and in-
ferotemporal areas TEO and TE). This pathway is
commonly called the ‘‘what’’––or ventral path and is
involved in the identiﬁcation of objects or parts of ob-
jects. The second pathway, associated with the extrac-
tion of spatial properties like location, size, etc. is called
‘‘where’’––or dorsal path and runs from the occipital
lobe up to the parietal lobe (areas V1, V2, V3, middle
temporal area MT, medial superior temporal MST, and
further stations in the inferior parietal and superior
temporal cortex). Neurons in the temporal lobes show
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large receptive ﬁelds that cover wide regions on the
retina and are view-invariant, being sensitive to the lo-
cation of a feature within an object (Olson & Gettner,
1995). Desimone, Albright, Gross, and Bruce (1984)
studied in detail inferotemporal (IT) cells in primates.
These authors observed that the majority of cells in
IT exhibit selectivity for objects and respond more vig-
orously when presented with complex stimuli, like a
human head, hand, apple, ﬂower, or snake (see also
Hasselmo, Rolls, Baylis, & Nalwa, 1989; Logothetis,
Pauls, & Poggio, 1995; Tovee, Rolls, & Azzopardi,
1994). On the other hand, neurons in the parietal lobe
are sensitive to the location of the stimulus with regard
to the animals head (Graziano & Gross, 1993). Neurons
in the posterior parietal cortex (PP) show an enhanced
response to attended targets within their receptive ﬁelds,
even when no eye movements are made (Bushnell,
Goldberg, & Robinson, 1981). Robinson, Bowman, and
Kertzman (1991) and Steinmetz, Connor, and MacLeod
(1992) have reported a relative suppression for attended
items as opposed to unattended items, which suggests
that PP represents the location of potential attentional
items. This is in accordance with the studies of Posner,
Walker, Friedrich, and Rafal (1984) showing that
damage to the parietal lobe in humans can block the
ability to move the attentional focus away from the
presently attended location to other object locations in
the visual ﬁeld.
Haxby et al. (1994) investigated by means of positron
emission tomography the what where dichotomy in
normal visual processing. Subjects were scanned while
performing either an object task, a spatial task, or a
control task. Activation during the object and spatial
task was subtracted from activation during the control
task in order to normalize the results. Signiﬁcant areas
of activation during the object task were observed
within the inferior and temporal cortex and in the oc-
cipital lobe. On the contrary, during the spatial task,
signiﬁcant areas of activation were detected within the
parietal and occipital cortex.
We include in our architecture of the visual system
this what–where segregation by modelling the visual
areas V1, V4, PP and IT, and by connecting these
modules such that the modules V1–V4–IT form a chain
of connections corresponding to the ventral stream, and
V1–V4–PP form another chain of connected modules
associated with the dorsal stream.
3.2. The biased competition hypothesis
Several neurophysiological experiments (Chelazzi,
1999; Chelazzi et al., 1993; Miller, Gochin, & Gross,
1993; Moran & Desimone, 1985; Motter, 1993; Motter,
1994a,b; Reynolds & Desimone, 1999; Spitzer, Desi-
mone, & Moran, 1988) have been performed suggesting
biased competition neural mechanisms which are con-
sistent with the theory of Duncan and Humphreys
(1989) (i.e., with the role for a top-down memory target
template in visual search). The biased competition hy-
pothesis proposes that multiple stimuli in the visual ﬁeld
activate populations of neurons that engage in compet-
itive interactions. On the other hand, attending to a
stimulus at a particular location or with a particular
feature biases this competition in favour of neurons that
respond to the feature or location of the attended
stimulus. This attentional eﬀect is produced by gener-
ating signals in areas outside the visual cortex which are
then fed back to extrastriate areas, where they bias the
competition in such a way that when multiple stimuli
appear in the visual ﬁeld, the cells representing the at-
tended stimulus ‘‘win’’, thereby suppressing cells rep-
resenting distracting stimuli (Desimone & Duncan,
1995; Duncan, 1996; Duncan & Humphreys, 1989).
Even at the macroscopic level of fMRI studies, evi-
dence for similar mechanisms in human extrastriate
cortex have been revealed (Kastner, De Weerd, Desi-
mone, & Ungerleider, 1998, 1999). These studies have
shown that multiple stimuli in the visual ﬁeld interact in
a mutually suppressive way when presented simul-
taneously but not when presented sequentially, and that
spatially directed attention to one stimulus location re-
duces the mutually suppressive eﬀect. These authors also
revealed increased activity in extrastriate cortex in the
absence of visual stimulation when subjects covertly
directed attention to a peripheral location expecting the
onset of visual stimuli. This increased activity in visual
cortex was related to a top-down bias of neural signals
in favour of the attended location, which derives from
frontal and parietal cortical areas, and is in support of
the biased competition hypothesis.
Our model implements this hypothesis at the micro-
scopic level of neuronal pools and at the mesoscopic
level of visual areas. In fact, we have shown compu-
tational simulations of our architecture (Deco & Zihl,
2001c), which demonstrate that our model is consistent
with experimental observations of biased competition
eﬀects, as measured in both single cells and fMRI ex-
periments. At the neuronal pool level, dynamical com-
petition is implemented by introducing inhibitory pools.
Intermodular competition and mutual biasing result
from the interaction between modules representing dif-
ferent visual areas. In particular, we assume that feature
attention biases intermodular competition between V4
and IT, whereas spatial attention biases intermodular
competition between V1, V4 and PP.
4. Theoretical model: a neurodynamical cortical
architecture
We describe now the cortical model of visual attention
for visual search based on the biased competitive hy-
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pothesis and the corresponding neurodynamical mech-
anisms. We extend in this paper previous computational
models of the visual cortex (Deco & Zihl, 2001a,b,c,
submitted for publication) to consider the binding of
multiple feature components. We perform this extension
in the framework of conjunction visual search. The
overall systemic representation of the model is shown in
Fig. 1.
The system is absolutely autonomous and each of its
functions is explicitly described in a complete mathe-
matical framework. The system is structured in such a
way that it resembles the two known main visual path-
ways of the mammalian visual cortex. Information from
the retino-geniculo-striate pathway enters the visual
cortex through area V1 in the occipital lobe and pro-
ceeds into the two processing streams ‘‘what’’ and
‘‘where’’.
The basic unit that we model is a pool of neurons.
Each pool of neurons is formed by a large number of
cells that could be described by the usual coupled inte-
grate-and-ﬁre equations (Tuckwell, 1988). Due to the
fact that we adopt a population code, we take the acti-
vation levels of each pool of neurons as the relevant
dependent variable. We therefore derive a dynamical
model for the mean activity of a neural population.
Assuming an ergodic behaviour (Usher & Niebur, 1996)
it is possible to derive dynamic equations for cell as-
sembly activity levels by utilizing the mean-ﬁeld ap-
proximation (Abbott, 1992; Amit & Tsodyks, 1991;
Wilson & Cowan, 1972). The mean-ﬁeld approximation
consists of replacing the temporal averaged discharge
rate of a cell with an equivalent momentary activity of a
neural population (ensemble average). According to this
approximation, we characterize each cell assembly by
means of its activity x, and an input current that is
characteristic for all cells in the population, denoted by
I, which satisﬁes:
x ¼ F ðIÞ ¼ 1
Tr  s log 1 1sI
  ð1Þ
The last equation corresponds to the response function
that transforms current into discharge rates for an in-
tegrate-and-ﬁre spiking neuron with deterministic input,
time membrane constant s and absolute refractory time
Tr. A pool of excitatory neurons without external input
can be described by the dynamics of the input current
given by sðo=otÞIðtÞ ¼ IðtÞ þ qF ðIðtÞÞ, where the ﬁrst
term on the r.h.s is a decay term and the second term
takes into account the excitatory stimulation between
the neurons in the pool.
We are interested in the neurodynamics of modules
composed of several pools that implement a competitive
mechanism. This can be achieved by connecting the
pools of a given module with a common inhibitory pool,
as it is schematically shown in Fig. 2. In this way, the
more pools of the module are active, the more active
the common inhibitory pool will be and consequently,
the more feedback inhibition will aﬀect the pools in the
module, such that only the most excited group of pools
will survive the competition. On the other hand, external
top-down bias could shift the competition in favour of
a speciﬁc group of pools. This basic computational
module implements therefore the biased competition
hypothesis. Let us assume that there are m pools in a
given module. The system of diﬀerential equations de-
scribing the dynamics of such a module is given by two
Fig. 1. Extended cortical architecture for visual attention and binding
of multiple feature components (shape, colour, movement,. . .). See text
for details.
Fig. 2. Basic computational module: competitive network with exter-
nal top-down bias. Excitatory pools are connected with a common
inhibitory pool in order to implement a competition mechanism. Ex-
ternal top-down bias could shift the competition in favour of a speciﬁc
group of pools.
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diﬀerential equations. The ﬁrst diﬀerential equation de-
scribes the dynamics of the activity level of the excit-




AiðtÞ ¼ AiðtÞ þ aF ðAiðtÞÞ  bF ðAIðtÞÞ þ I0 þ IEi ðtÞ
þ IAi ðtÞ þ m for i ¼ 1; . . . ;m ð2Þ
and the second one describes the dynamics of the ac-





AIðtÞ ¼ AIðtÞ þ c
Xm
i¼1
F ðAiðtÞÞ  dF ðAIðtÞÞ ð3Þ
where AiðtÞ is the current for the pool i, AIðtÞ is the
current in the inhibitory pool, I0 is a diﬀuse spontaneous
background input, IEi ðtÞ is the external sensory input to
the cells in pool i, and m is additive Gaussian noise. The
attentional top-down bias IAi ðtÞ is deﬁned as an external
input coming from higher modules which are not ex-
plicitly modelled.
The qualitative description of the main ﬁx point at-
tractors of the system of diﬀerential equations (2) and
(3) were well studied in the paper of Usher and Niebur
(1996). Basically, we will be interested in the ﬁx points
corresponding to zero activity and the one correspond-
ing to larger activation. The parameters will therefore be
ﬁxed such that the dynamics evolves to these attractors.
Let us now specify the fully mathematical description
of our computational model of the visual cortex imple-
mented by the multiareal cortical system of Fig. 1. The
input retina is given as a matrix of visual items. The
location of each item on the retina is speciﬁed by two
indices ij, describing the position in the row i and the
column j. The dimension of this matrix is S  S, i.e. the
number of items in the display (display size) is S2. In-
formation is processed across the diﬀerent spatial loca-
tions in parallel. Diﬀerent feature maps in the primary
visual cortex extract the local values of the features for
an item at each position. 2
We hypothesize that selective attention results from
independent competition mechanisms operating within
each feature dimension. Let us assume that each visual
item can be deﬁned by M features. Each feature m can
adopt NðmÞ values, for example the feature ‘‘colour’’ can
have the values ‘‘black’’ or ‘‘white’’ (in this case
NðcolourÞ ¼ 2). For each feature map m, there are NðmÞ
layers of neurons characterizing the presence of each
feature value. A cell assembly consisting of a population
of fully connected excitatory integrate-and-ﬁre spiking
neurons (pyramidal cells) is allocated to every location
in each layer, in order to encode the presence of a spe-
ciﬁc feature value (e.g. colour ‘‘white’’) at the corres-
ponding position. This generates a sparsely distributed
representation of the stimulus, in the sense that the ac-
tivity of a population of neurons represents the presence
of diﬀerent features at a given position. The feature
maps are topographically ordered, i.e. the receptive
ﬁelds of the neurons belonging to the cell assembly ij in
one of these maps are limited to the location ij at the
retinal input. We further assume that the cell assemblies
in layers corresponding to one feature dimension are
mutually inhibitory (e.g. at a given position the cell as-
sembly coding the colour feature value ‘‘white’’ inhibits
the cell assembly coding ‘‘black’’). Let us denote by
AFpqmnðtÞ the activity level of an excitatory pool at the
location pq in the visual ﬁeld, in the feature map m and
layer (i.e. value) n. The superscript F refer to the pools in
the feature map.
The posterior parietal module is bidirectionally cou-
pled with the diﬀerent feature maps and serves to bind
the diﬀerent feature dimensions at each item location,
i.e. for implementing local conjunction detectors. The
mutual coupling between a pool AFpqmnðtÞ in the primary
visual cortex and a posterior parietal pool APPij is deﬁned,
as before, by the Gaussian-like topographic connection
given by
Wpqij ¼ A exp
(
 ði pÞ




These connections mean that the pool AFpqmnðtÞ will have
maximal amplitude when the spatial attention is located
in i ¼ p and j ¼ q in the visual ﬁeld, i.e. when the pool
APPij in PP is maximally activated and provides an in-
hibitory contribution B at the locations not attended.
In our simulations, we always used r ¼ 2, A ¼ 1:5 and
B ¼ 0:1. We assume that the inferotemporal connections
provide top-down information, comprising the feature
values for each feature dimension of the target item. We
do not explicitly model the dynamics of the memory
module that provides this information but only its out-
put, i.e. the target deﬁnition. This information is fed into
the system by including an extra excitatory input to the
corresponding feature layers.
For example, if the target is deﬁned as small, vertical
and black, then all the excitatory pools at each location
in the layer coding ‘‘small’’ in the feature map dimension
‘‘size’’, in the layer coding ‘‘vertical’’ in the feature map
‘‘orientation’’ and in the layer coding ‘‘black’’ in the
feature map ‘‘colour’’, receive an extra excitatory input
from the inferotemporal module.
Let us now deﬁne the neurodynamical equations that
regulate the evolution of the extended cortical system.
The activity level of the excitatory AFpqmnðtÞ and the
corresponding inhibitory AI;Fm ðtÞ pools in the feature
maps are given by
2 As particular cases, some of these maps are the shape-maps given
by pools extracting Gabor feature components as can be found in V1.




AFpqmnðtÞ ¼ AFpqmn þ aF ðAFpqmnÞ  bF ðAI;Fm ðtÞÞ












 dF ðAI;Fm ðtÞÞ ð6Þ
where the attentional biasing coupling IFPPab due to the
intermodular ‘‘where’’ connections with the pools in the




WpqijF ðAPPij ðtÞÞ ð7Þ
and the external attentional bias coming from the in-
ferotemporal areas is IF ;Amn equal to 0.005 for the layers
which code the target properties and 0 otherwise. IFpqmn is
the sensory input to the cells in feature map m sensitive
to the value n and with receptive ﬁelds at the location pq
at the retina. This sensory input IFpqmn characterizes the
presence of the respective feature value at the corres-
ponding position. A value of 0.05 corresponds to the
presence of the respective feature value and a value of 0
to the absence of such value.
The posterior parietal integrating assemblies are also
described by a system of diﬀerential equations. The ac-
tivity of the excitatory APPij ðtÞ pools in the posterior pa-




APPij ðtÞ ¼ APPij ðtÞ þ aF ðAPPij ðtÞÞ  bF ðAI;PPðtÞÞ
þ I0 þ IPPFij ðtÞ þ m ð8Þ
where intermodular attentional biasing IPPFij through





and the activity of the common PP inhibitory APPij ðtÞ










 dF ðAPPij ðtÞÞ ð10Þ
The additive Gaussian noise m considered has a standard
deviation of 0.002. The synaptic time constants were
s ¼ 5 ms for the excitatory populations and sP ¼ 20 for
the inhibitory pools. The synaptic weights chosen were:
a ¼ 0:95, b ¼ 0:8, c ¼ 2, and d ¼ 0:1. I0 ¼ 0:025 is a
diﬀuse spontaneous background input.
The system of diﬀerential equations (5)–(10) was in-
tegrated numerically until a convergence criterion was
reached. This criterion was that the neurons in the PP










where the index imaxjmax denotes the cell assembly in the
PP module with maximal activity, and the threshold h
was chosen equal to 0.15. The second term in the l.h.s of
inequality (11) measures the mean distractor activity.
Let us now qualitatively analyse the dynamical be-
haviour of the system. The dynamics of the system, i.e.
the temporal evolution of the activity level at each pool
in the feature and spatial maps, yield the formation of a
focus of attention without explicitly assuming a spot-
light, i.e. without the necessity of assuming a special
serial scanning process. At each feature dimension the
ﬁxed point of the dynamics is given by a high activation
of cell assemblies at the layers coding feature values
which are shared by the target and sensitive to locations
with items sharing this value. The remaining cell as-
semblies do not show any signiﬁcant activation. For
example, if the target is ‘‘black’’, the activity in the
‘‘white’’ layer in the colour map will be suppressed and
the cell assemblies corresponding to ‘‘black’’ items will
be enhanced. This process implements a ﬁrst competitive
mechanism at the level of each feature dimension. The
competitive mechanisms at each feature dimension are
independent. In a given feature dimension, the pools
coding diﬀerent values (corresponding to diﬀerent lay-
ers) compete at all locations with each other through the
lateral inhibition given by the common inhibitory pool
associated with the respective feature dimension. Only
the pools receiving both excitatory inputs, i.e. the posi-
tive top-down input from inferotemporal and the sen-
sorial input associated with the feature value at the
corresponding location, will be able to win the compe-
tition. Therefore, if we are looking for ‘‘black’’ objects,
then the ‘‘black’’ pools at locations corresponding to
‘‘black’’ items will win the competition. In the posterior
parietal map, the populations corresponding to loca-
tions which are simultaneously activated to a maximum
in all feature dimensions will be enhanced, suppressing
the others. In other words, the location that shows all
feature dimensions corresponding to the top-down
speciﬁcation of the target is stimulated and it will be
further enhanced from top-down feedback when the
target is at this location. This implements a second
competitive mechanism at the level of conjunctive fea-
tures. The latency of the dynamics, i.e. the speed of
convergence, depends on all competitive mechanisms. A
way of analysing convergence is by monitoring the ac-
tivity state just at the top posterior parietal map, be-
cause the state of this module reﬂects the total state of
the dynamics of the system. Convergence depends
therefore on the level of conﬂict within each feature
dimension, i.e. on the deﬁnition of the distractors.
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The whole system analyses the information at all lo-
cations in parallel. Longer search times correspond to
slower dynamical convergence at all levels. In addition,
as we will see in the next sections, the model demon-
strates that linear search time functions with display
size, usually associated with serial search, can be ob-
tained as a result of parallel processing based on lateral
inhibition, without the need to assume a special serial
scanning process.
5. The time course of conjunction search
5.1. Experimental evidence
Quinlan and Humphreys (1987) reported diﬀerent
reaction time courses for visual search experiments in
which the number of relevant shared features between
targets and distractors were manipulated. They analysed
feature search and three diﬀerent kinds of conjunction
search, namely: standard conjunction, and two kinds of
triple conjunction with the target diﬀering from all dis-
tractors in one or two features, respectively. Let us
deﬁne the diﬀerent kinds of search tasks by giving a pair
of numbers m and n, where m is the number of distin-
guishing feature dimensions between target and dis-
tractors, and n is the number of features by which each
distractor group diﬀers from the target. Using this termi-
nology, feature search corresponds to a 1,1-search; a
standard conjunction search corresponds to a 2,1-
search; a triple conjunction search can be a 3,1 or a 3,2-
search if the target diﬀers from all distractor groups by
one or two features, respectively.
Quinlan and Humphreys (1987) showed that in fea-
ture search ð1; 1Þ the target is detected in parallel across
the visual ﬁeld. Furthermore, they show that the reac-
tion time in both standard conjunction search and triple
conjunction search conditions is a linear function of the
display size. The slope of the function for the triple
conjunction search task can be steeper or relatively ﬂat,
depending upon whether the target diﬀers from the dis-
tractors in one ð3; 1Þ or two features ð3; 2Þ, respectively.
Fig. 3a shows graphically the diﬀerent slopes of reaction
time as a function of the display size determined by
Quinlan and Humphreys (1987). The reaction times of
feature and standard conjunction search are calculated
by averaging the data of experiments one, two and three
of Quinlan and Humphreys (1987). Fig. 3b shows our
own experimental results with the material described in
the Appendices A and B. The statistical analysis shown
in the appendix demonstrates the signiﬁcance of the
diﬀerent slopes of reaction time as a function of the
display size. In our experiments, the parallel 1,1-search
is higher than the usual, because probably the relevant
pop-out feature was not know a priori and was
changing randomly every trials. Nevertheless, the rele-
vant fact here is that the slope of the 1,1-search is indeed
parallel.
A realistic theoretical model of attentional dynamics
in the context of binding of multiple feature components
binding should be able to distinguish between the dif-
ferent slopes associated with each type of visual search.
In the next section, we demonstrate that our compu-
tational model can account for the diﬀerent slopes ob-
served experimentally in complex conjunction visual
search tasks.
Fig. 3. (a) Experimental search times for feature and conjunction searches measured by Quinlan and Humphreys (1987). (b) Experimental search
times for feature and conjunction searches measured in the present work (see Appendix for details). The diﬀerent kinds of search tasks are deﬁned by
giving a pair of numbers m and n, where m is the number of features, and n is the number of features by which each distractor group diﬀers from the
target. Feature search corresponds to a 1,1-search; a standard conjunction search corresponds to a 2,1-search; a triple conjunction search can be a 3,1
or a 3,2-search if the target diﬀers from all distractor groups by one or two features, respectively.
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5.2. Computational experimental results
In this section we present results simulating the visual
search experiments of Quinlan and Humphreys (1987)
involving feature and conjunction search. Let us assume
that the items are deﬁned by three feature dimensions
(M ¼ 3, e.g. size, orientation and colour), each having
two values (NðmÞ ¼ 2 for m ¼ 1, 2, 3, e.g. size: big/small,
orientation: horizontal/vertical, colour: white/black).
Fig. 4 shows examples for each kind of search.
For each display size we repeat the experiment 100
times, each time with diﬀerent randomly generated tar-
gets (i.e. diﬀerent feature conjunctions), at random posi-
tions, and randomly generated distractors (according to
the target deﬁnition and the search task type). Resulting
mean value T of the 100 simulated search times (in ms) 3
are plotted as a function of the display size. The search
times are deﬁned by the number of simulation steps
required for the system to converge.
In Fig. 5, the results obtained for 1,1; 2,1; 3,1 and 3,2-
searches are shown.
The slopes of the search time vs. display size curves
for all simulations are consistent with the existing ex-
perimental results (Quinlan & Humphreys, 1987). In
feature search ð1; 1Þ the target is detected without any
eﬀects of display size on search performance. Further-
more, the standard conjunction and triple conjunction
search tasks generate reaction times that are a linear
function of the display size. The slope of the function for
the triple conjunction search task can be steeper or rel-
atively ﬂat, depending upon whether the target diﬀers
from the distractors in one ð3; 1Þ or two features ð3; 2Þ,
respectively.
In order to illustrate why appropriate search func-
tions emerge from the model, we demonstrate the dy-
namics of the search using a simple example. Let us
assume that the display size is 4, i.e. 4 items positioned
in a 2 2 matrix, and that the target is located at the top
left position of the matrix in all cases. The saliency at
each input location associated with each feature di-
mension can be illustrated by considering a matrix
coding. The values of the matrix elements are either (þ1)
for the items with the target feature value and ()1) for
those with feature values diﬀerent from the target. Ad-
ditionally, we deﬁne a ‘‘Total Saliency’’ matrix, which
represents the saliency after conjoining the diﬀerent
feature dimensions, and which is given by the sum of the
saliency matrices of each feature dimension. We intro-
duced these matrices only for illustration (our model
does not use this kind of saliency matrices). Table 1
shows an example.
Fig. 4. Examples of visual search: (a) feature search (1,1-search), (b)
standard conjunction search (2,1-search), (c) triple conjunction search
with the target diﬀering from all distractors in one feature (3,1-search),
(d) triple conjunction search with the target diﬀering from all di-
stractors in two (3,2-search) features.
Fig. 5. Search times for feature and conjunction searches obtained
utilizing the extended computational cortical model.
3 We consider that one time step update for the model is equivalent
to one ms. We assume that delays in spikes transmission is negligible,
which is not biologically plausible, but is a simpliﬁcation that is
irrelevant for the interpretation of the qualitative behaviour of the
searching curves.
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If only one saliency matrix guides the competition
between the diﬀerent input locations, then the slopes of
the search will be characterized by the level of conﬂict
expressed by the polarisation of the saliency matrix, i.e.
how more salient is one position (target) with respect to
the others (distractors). If the search is guided by just
one competition mechanism after the conjoining of
feature dimensions at each location, then only the
‘‘Total Saliency’’ matrix guides the competition. From
Table 1, the ‘‘Total Saliency’’ matrices show the same
level of polarisation to the location of the target for the
diﬀerent search types, and therefore such a mechanism
cannot yield diﬀerent slopes. On the other hand, if we
assume that the search process is guided by several sa-
liency matrices, then the slopes of the search will be
characterized by the level of conﬂict expressed now by
the polarisation of each saliency matrix to diﬀerent
conﬂicting positions. If the search is guided by a com-
petition mechanism that takes place independently at
the level of each feature map, i.e. prior to conjoining the
feature dimensions, then the saliency matrices of feature
1, 2, and 3 (see Table 1) guide the search. The polari-
sation of the saliency matrix corresponding to a given
feature dimension provides the input position relevant
for the search with respect to that feature dimension. We
have diﬀerent levels of conﬂict between the saliency
matrices corresponding to each feature dimension for
diﬀerent search types and therefore, a mechanism that
can yield diﬀerent slopes. In the case of search 1,1, only
the matrix corresponding to feature 1 shows polarisa-
tion at the position of the target, while the other two
matrices do not show polarisation at all (same value 1 at
each position). Consequently, there is no conﬂict and
therefore search is very fast. Furthermore, increasing the
number of items does not change the level of conﬂict
and therefore search will be parallel, i.e. at feature 1 we
will have always a polarisation to the position of the
target while at the other feature dimensions 2 and 3
there will be no polarisation at all. Search 3,1 shows
more conﬂicts between the diﬀerent dimensions than
search 1,1. In the case of 3,1-search, each feature di-
mension has a corresponding saliency matrix, all of
which are polarised at diﬀerent conﬂicting positions. For
example if the target is ‘‘black’’ and ‘‘small’’ there will be
several positions which are salient regarding the colour
and there will be also other conﬂicting positions which
are also salient with regard to the feature size. If the
number of distractors increases, then the number of
conﬂicting position also increases, and therefore search
will be serial. Search 3,1 shows more conﬂicts than 2,1,
and 2,1 more than 3,2. As a consequence slopes increase,
as shown by the experiments (Fig. 3) and by the simu-
lations (Fig. 5). In other words, what matters is the
polarisation of each saliency matrix at diﬀerent con-
ﬂicting positions and not the sum of the polarisations
(corresponding to the conﬂict level after conjunction).
The level of conﬂict yields diﬀerent dynamical latencies
and therefore diﬀerent search times.
In Fig. 5, we plot also the case of a 1,1 search (i.e. a
feature search) but for the case when the target and
distractors diﬀer very slightly along the relevant single
feature dimension. We denote this case by the notation
1,1 search (similar). The ﬁgure shows that for this case
of feature search with target-distractor similarity a linear
increasing of the reaction time vs. the display size is
obtained as it is evidenced in experiments (e.g. Duncan
& Humphreys, 1989; Verghese & Nakayama, 1994). The
reason for that is the stronger competition in the early
module due to the similarity in the one relevant feature
map and not the competition between diﬀerent feature
maps (which is the typical cause in the other kind of
conjunction ‘‘serial’’ search). An other point, is that
even the ventral feature based attentional top-down
feedback coming from IT that deﬁne the target charac-
teristic (e.g. orientation) contributte with a diﬀused bias
between target and distractors because of the similarity
in that feature dimension.
6. Neuropsychological predictions of a damaged model
6.1. Computational predictions
The independent character of the search in each fea-
ture dimension postulated in our cortical model can be
investigated experimentally. Our system suggests a
Table 1
Illustration of the diﬀerent levels of competition
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neuropsychological test to assess the eﬀect of damage to
an attentional top-down connection in an individual
feature dimension. In order to model damage to the use
of a particular feature dimension, i.e. m0, we set the top-
down attentional input corresponding to this feature
dimension to 0, i.e. IAm0n ¼ 0 for all n. Now, we can
modify the 3,2-search (triple conjunction search with
target diﬀering from the distractors in two features) in
such a way that the features of the distractors that can
diﬀer from the target are ‘‘ﬁxed’’ to the dimension which
is not aﬀected. Fixed 3,2-search can therefore be thought
as a 2,2-search on the feature dimensions not aﬀected by
the damage. Let us assume that we damage the third
feature dimension (i.e. m0 ¼ 3), then the ﬁxed 3,2-search
consists of distractors which diﬀer from the target only
in the ﬁrst and the second feature dimension, but never
in the third dimension. For example, in a standard 3,2-
search the target and the distractors can diﬀer in size and
colour, or orientation and colour, or size and orien-
tation while in a ﬁxed 3,2 search the target and the dis-
tractors diﬀer only in two a priori ﬁxed features, e.g.
only in size and orientation. Therefore, in a ﬁxed 3,2-
search, independent competition at each feature map
predicts that increasing the noise in the third feature
dimension, i.e. damaging this channel, would not aﬀect
the slope of the search time vs. size curves, due to the
fact that the competition component associated with the
third feature dimension contains no relevant infor-
mation for the dynamical routing (all colours are equal).
If the 3,2 search is not ﬁxed, then damaging the third
feature dimension should disrupt the search process,
because in this case this information is relevant for the
dynamical competition and therefore the search time
should be increased. These predictions can be numeri-
cally simulated.
The results are shown in Fig. 6. In the non-ﬁxed case
(i.e. standard 3,2 search) the attentional perturbation in
one feature dimension increases the slope of the search
time as a function of the display size. In the ﬁxed case,
no inﬂuence of the attentional perturbation is observed
(in fact both curves are overlapped in the ﬁgure).
It should be pointed out that the origin of this eﬀect is
based on the independence of the competition mecha-
nism at the level of feature maps. If the competition
mechanism acts after information from the feature di-
mensions is conjoined, then damage to one feature di-
mension would always disrupt the search process,
therefore yielding steeper slopes of the search time
functions for both cases (ﬁxed and non-ﬁxed). If inde-
pendent competition mechanisms at the level of feature
maps are considered in the model (i.e., prior to the
conjunction of features) then, damage to one dimension
would only disrupt the search in the cases where the
damaged dimension was relevant. Therefore, we observe
an increase of the slope of the search time function with
set size only in the non-ﬁxed case. Feature Integration
Theory does not include independent competition at the
level of the feature maps and consequently it cannot
describe this eﬀect. 4
This method of contrasting ﬁxed and non-ﬁxed
search can be used to ﬁnd out if a particular feature
dimension shows impaired transmission to the atten-
tional control mechanism. Even in a normal observer an
eﬀect can be measured by artiﬁcially introducing noise
to a feature dimension, for example by making colour
values very similar (e.g. red and pink) so that the in-
formation transmission is ambiguous. This neuropsy-
chological condition can be observed in patients with
acquired cerebral achromatopsia (e.g. Rizzo, Smith,
Pokorny, & Damasio, 1993). The positive outcome of
such an experiment would support our theory.
Fig. 6. Computational simulation results on the eﬀects of damage to
one feature dimension on the search times in both ﬁxed and non-ﬁxed
3,2-searches. The lesion consisted in neglecting the top-down atten-
tional input for the colour dimension. The grey thick (black thin)
curves correspond to the lesioned (normal) case and the continuous
(dashed) curves corresponds to the not ﬁxed (ﬁxed) case. In the non-
ﬁxed case (i.e. standard 3,2 search) the attentional perturbation in one
feature dimension increases the slope of the search time as a function
of the display size. In the ﬁxed case, no inﬂuence of the attentional
perturbation is observed (in fact both curves are overlapped in the
ﬁgure). See Appendix for details.
4 Other models, like Signal Detection Theory (Eckstein et al., 2000;
Graham et al., 1987; Shaw, 1982, 1984; Verghese, 2001) also speciﬁ-
cally assume independent contribution from each feature dimension
and competition between them. See the Introduction, Section 2 and the
Section 7 for more details.
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6.2. Experimental conﬁrmation
The experiment that conﬁrms the independent char-
acter of the search in each feature dimension postulated
in our model was done by analysing the performance of
normal subjects in visual search tasks where one feature
dimension is artiﬁcially distorted. Conjunction visual
search of the type 3,2 and 3,2-ﬁxed were tested with
normal subjects.
The experimental methodology is thoroughly de-
scribed in the Appendix. There were four conditions:
3,2-search lesioned and not lesioned, and 3,2-ﬁxed
search lesioned and not lesioned. Subjects were run
through a series of demonstration trials before the ex-
perimental trials were started. Typical examples of the
stimulus display for the 3,2-search in the non-lesioned
and lesioned case are shown in Fig. 7.
A detailed statistical analysis of the data was per-
formed (see Appendix for details). Fig. 8 shows mean
reaction time over all trials and subjects as a function of
the display size for the above deﬁned four conditions. A
clear and signiﬁcant increase of the slope of the search
curve for the lesioned case was only observed in the case
of ‘‘non-ﬁxed’’ 3,2-search, as it was predicted by our
theory. Therefore, these results conﬁrm the independent
character of the dynamical competition for each feature
dimension.
7. Discussion and conclusions
The visual system is composed of numerous areas
connected in extensive networks. Functions of most of
these areas have not been clearly elucidated. Therefore,
any system-level model requires simpliﬁcation and ab-
straction. To investigate the possible mechanisms with
which the two visual streams could interact, we mod-
elled only the object class coding properties of the ven-
tral stream and the spatial location coding properties of
the dorsal stream. We have not included many of the
intermediate areas in the ventral stream required to
encode successive abstract representations and to extract
invariances necessary for general object recognition (see
Rolls & Deco, 2002). In the dorsal stream, we have not
included the various coordinate transforms necessary
for spatial understanding and planning of action. The
system described thus is a simpliﬁed prototype, serving
to illustrate a basic point rather than to solve the general
problem of vision.
The basic point we attempt to make is that the early
visual areas can act as a buﬀer for the dorsal and the
ventral streams to interact and integrate spatial and
object information. The fundamental contribution in
this work is to show that attention is a dynamical
emergent property in our system, rather than a separate
mechanism operating independently of other perceptual
and cognitive processes. We demonstrate that it is pos-
sible to build a neural system for visual search, which
works across the visual ﬁeld in parallel but, due to the
diﬀerent latencies of its dynamics, can show the two
experimentally observed modes of visual attention,
namely: the serial focal attention and the parallel spread
of attention over space. Neither explicit serial focal
search nor saliency maps need to be assumed. Further-
more, contrary to the existing models that were unable
Fig. 7. (a) Non-lesioned 3,2 visual search; (b) lesioned 3,2-visual
search. Colours were manipulated in the ‘‘non-lesioned’’ and ‘‘le-
sioned’’ conditions. In the ‘‘non-lesioned’’ condition, the two possible
colours were red and green (in the ﬁgure dark and light grey). In the
‘‘lesioned’’ condition, the colour dimension was artiﬁcially damaged by
using two very similar colours, namely red and pink (in the ﬁgure
similar dark greys).
Fig. 8. Experimental results on the eﬀects of damage to one feature
dimension on the search times in both ﬁxed and non-ﬁxed 3,2-searches.
The curves show the mean reaction time over all trials and subjects as a
function of the display size. A clear and signiﬁcant increase of the slope
of the search curve for the lesioned case is only observed in the case of
‘‘non-ﬁxed’’ 3,2-search, as it was predicted by our theory. The grey
thick (black thin) curves correspond to the lesioned (normal) case and
the continuous (dashed) curves correspond to the not ﬁxed (ﬁxed) case.
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to explain the variation of slopes observed in diﬀerent
kinds of conjunction searches, we have shown that the
diﬀerent slopes can be explained by assuming that se-
lective attention is guided by an independent mechanism
which corresponds to the independent search for each
feature. The computational perspective herein provided
not only a concrete mathematical description of mech-
anisms involved in visual search, but also a model that
allowed complete simulation and prediction of neuro-
psychological conditions. The disruption of compu-
tational blocks, corresponding to submechanisms in the
model, was used for simulations that predict impairment
in visual information selection. These experiments sup-
port our understanding of the functional impairment
resulting from structure disruptions in patients with
acquired brain injury.
This model is novel in that it suggests the reciprocal
interaction of the early visual areas with the dorsal
stream, and the ventral stream can provide an eﬀective
mechanism for mediating spatial and object attention on
the one hand and for organizing the translation-invari-
ant object recognition and visual search on the other
(Deco & Lee, 2002). The model realizes the high-reso-
lution buﬀer hypothesis (Lee, Mumford, Romero, &
Lamme, 1998) and the biased competition hypothesis
(Duncan & Humphreys, 1989).
Conceptually, this model is much simpler and parsi-
monious than the current computational neural models
in that it does not require the large number of routing
control connections as in Olshausen et al.s (1993) model
or the enormous number of gain ﬁeld neurons in Salinas
and Abbotts model (1997), but relies simply on the well-
known biased competition mechanism.
Earlier models using biased competition mechanisms
(Reynolds, Chelazzi, & Desimone, 1999; Usher & Nie-
bur, 1996) were very small scale models using typically 2
or 3 units. Our model involves a large number of units
(in some cases over 10,000). Simulation results show
that the system performs stably in several visual search
task despite the interaction of this massive number of
units. Furthermore, endowed with a front-end Gabor
wavelet transform, our system can process cluttered re-
alistic images (Deco, 2001; Deco & Lee, 2002; Rolls &
Deco, 2002). It thus has a bottom-up data-driven com-
ponent (see Itti & Koch, 2001) as well as top-down bi-
asing components. The system works by negotiating the
top-down intercortical attentional forces, the intra-
cortical competitive forces, and the bottom-up data-
driven input to arrive at a consensus solution. We have
found that a top-down bias introduced either to the
dorsal module or to ventral stream can elevate the
neural response in the early visual area in the corre-
sponding location, producing a highlighting eﬀect
(Corchs & Deco, 2002; Deco & Lee, 2002). This eleva-
tion in activity in the early module, though being rela-
tively small, was suﬃcient to enable the image patch
under the spatial attentional spotlight to be gated to the
ventral module, leading to the emergence of a winner
object in the object-recognition module.
In our model, the mechanism for object attention is
also the mechanism for visual search. A bias to a par-
ticular object pool in the ventral module starts the sys-
tem in its search for activity patterns in the early
modules corresponding to the target object. The feed-
back connection eﬀectively generates a synthesized im-
age and matches it with activity patterns all over
the early module (feature maps, V1, V2,. . .). The part of
the feature maps with activity patterns that matches the
feedback signals becomes preferentially enhanced, and
provides a stronger positive input to the corresponding
pool in the dorsal module. As the biased competition
progresses, neural activities in both the early module
and the dorsal module will contract to a localised region
in their respective spatial maps.
The simulation result shows that the system performs
successfully in visual search tasks. It also reveals the
possibility that parallel search and serial search may not
be two very diﬀerent independent stages or processes as
previously suggested (Treisman & Gelade, 1980). Tra-
ditionally, visual processing has been divided into two
stages: a preattentive stage in which information in the
whole scene is processed in parallel and an attentive
stage in which features in the attentional spotlight are
glued together in a process of feature integration for
further processing (Posner & Snyder, 1975; Treisman &
Gelade, 1980; Treisman & Sato, 1990). In our model, the
two stages of processing involve the same mechanism in
which feature integration is accomplished dynamically
by the interaction between the ventral module and the
early module. Feature integration is an emergent phe-
nomenon due to interactive activation among the cor-
tical areas rather than a separate stage of visual
processing in a higher order visual area. In this model,
pop-out emerged from lateral competitive interaction
within each module. The linear increase in time observed
in serial search reﬂects the fact that when features are
shared between the target and the distractors, the simi-
larity between their representations in the early feature
maps will require more time for the competition to sort
them out. This sorting at the level of the feature maps
requires constant interaction with both the ventral and
the dorsal streams in the emergent process of feature
integration. The behaviour of the model is consistent
with Duncan and Humphreys (1989) proposal that the
varieties of visual search task can potentially be solved
by a parallel competitive mechanism.
The model is motivated by functional and psycho-
logical considerations and developed based on existing
neurophysiological constraints. This work demonstrates
the computational feasibility of a proposed cortical ar-
chitecture. Attentional eﬀects observed in the early vi-
sual areas have often dismissed as not important or as
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passive reﬂection of the selection processes higher up
because they are small in magnitude. We demonstrate
that the attentional modulation in the early visual cortex
could actively serve an important function in coordi-
nating the multiple visual streams. The bias introduced
by a small attentional eﬀect in the early visual area is
suﬃcient mediate a large symmetry-breaking eﬀect in
the whole visual hierarchy. Therefore, the model pro-
vides insights into the possible roles of the early visual
areas in mediating spatial and object attention, and
other higher order visual cognitive functions. Our simu-
lations demonstrate that these functions can be accom-
plished in a unitary system.
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Appendix A. Experimental methodology
A.1. Subjects
The study included 27 subjects (14 male, 13 female)
who have been mainly recruited at the Ludwig-Maxi-
milians-University, with their age ranging from 23 to 49
years (mean value 33.2; standard deviation 8.2). All sub-
jects had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. For par-
ticipating in the experimental study the subjectswere paid.
A.2. Stimuli
The items consisted of square ﬁgures that were de-
ﬁned by three feature dimensions: size, orientation and
colour. The size could adopt two values: small
(0:5 cm 0:5 cm) and big (1 cm 1 cm). The two
possible orientations of the squares corresponded to
angles of 0 or 45 between one side of the square and
the horizontal axis respectively. Finally, the colours
were manipulated in the normal and so called ‘‘le-
sioned’’ visual search conditions. In the normal visual
search experiments, the two possible colours were red
and green. Red corresponded to the values 8.5R and
5/16 of the Munsell Book of Colors (1976) and green to
the values 1.25G and 6/16. In the ‘‘lesioned’’ search
conditions, the colour dimensions were artiﬁcially
damaged by using two very similar colours, namely red
(as described) and pink (with the value 5R and 5/14 of
the Munsell Book of Colors, 1976).
A.3. Procedure
The presentation of stimuli and the timing and data
collection were under control of a standard personal
computer (Toshiba XCDT 490, Pentium II). Display set
sizes of 4, 9, 16, 25 and 36 items occurred equally often
in all conditions. Set size increased continuously in every
search experiment from 4 to 9, 16, 25 and 36. The items
were presented at randomised locations inside a circle
with a diameter of 28.5 cm (35.5). Two response but-
tons of the mouse were interfaced with the computer
and reaction times, contingent on button presses, were
recorded. All the experimental material was displayed
on the screen of an Iiyama 20 in. monitor (model Vision
Master 502) at a distance of 40 cm. The brightness in the
room was about 20 lux, measured by a ‘‘Gossen Panlux
electronic 2’’ instrument.
The target item was at random so that it diﬀered in
each trial. In all search conditions the subjects searched
in displays in which the target could be present or ab-
sent. The target was displayed at the centre of the screen
for 500 ms. At the oﬀset of target presentation, response
timing was initiated and the search display was pre-
sented. This display remained visible until the subject
responded. The subjects were instructed to respond as
fast and accurately as possible if the target was present
(left mouse key) or absent (right mouse key). Each ex-
periment included 60 trials: There were 15 trials for each
set size, nine in which the target was present and six in
which the target was absent. Each experiment was run as
a within-subjects design, with each subject taking part in
all conditions during a single experimental session. In
the beginning, subjects were run through a series of
demonstration trials. Afterward the visual search ex-
periments were conducted with feature and conjunction
visual search experiments and after a short break with a
‘‘lesioned’’ visual search block.
A.4. Feature and conjunction visual search
Feature and conjunction visual search experiments
included four diﬀerent conditions. In the feature search
(1,1-search) condition the target diﬀered in one feature
from all distractors, e.g. the target was a small red
square among green small squares. The feature in which
the target diﬀered from the distractors changed in every
trial at random. In the standard conjunction search (2,1-
search) condition the target diﬀered in one feature from
the distractors which consisted of two diﬀerent distrac-
tor groups, e.g. the target was a small green diamonds
among small red squares (diﬀerence: orientation) and
small red diamonds (diﬀerence: colour). The features in
which the target diﬀered from the distractors changed at
random with every trial. In the 3,1-triple conjunction
search condition there were three distractor groups with
the target diﬀering in one feature, e.g. the target was a
big green diamonds among big green squares (diﬀerence:
orientation), big red diamonds (diﬀerence: colour) and
small green diamonds (diﬀerence: size). In the 3,2-triple
conjunction search condition the target diﬀered from the
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three distractor groups in two features, e.g. the target
was a big red square among small red diamonds (diﬀer-
ences: size, orientation), big green diamonds (diﬀerences:
colour, orientation) and small green squares (diﬀerences:
colour, size).
A.5. Damaging one feature
The ‘‘lesioned’’ condition was simulated by increasing
task diﬃculty by using two very similar colours, namely
red and pink (with the values 5R and 5/14 of the
Munsell Book of Colors, 1976). There were four con-
ditions: ﬁxed, normal respectively lesioned search and
non-ﬁxed, normal respectively lesioned search. In the
ﬁxed, normal search (F,N-search) condition a 3,2-search
(triple conjunction search with target diﬀering from the
distractors in two features) was modiﬁed in such a way
that the features of the distractors that can diﬀer from
the target were ‘‘ﬁxed’’ to the two dimensions size and
orientation. Colours were either red or green. The ﬁxed
3,2-search condition can be seen as a 2,2-feature search
condition with size and orientation as features. For ex-
ample, the target was a small red square among big red
diamonds (diﬀerences: size, orientation). In the ﬁxed,
lesioned search (F,L-search) condition a 3,2-search (triple
conjunction search with target diﬀering from the dis-
tractors in two features) was also modiﬁed in such a way
that the features of the distractors that can diﬀer from
the target were ‘‘ﬁxed’’ with respect to the two undam-
aged dimensions size and orientation. The colour di-
mension was artiﬁcially damaged by using the two
similar colours red and pink. All items in the display
were red or pink. For example, the target was a big pink
square among small pink diamonds (diﬀerences: size,
orientation). The non-ﬁxed, normal search (N,N-search)
condition corresponded to the 3,2-triple conjunction
search condition as described previously. The non-ﬁxed,
lesioned search (N,L-search) condition corresponded to
the 3,2-triple conjunction search condition with a ‘‘le-
sioned’’ colour dimension (colour red and pink). Each
distractor group diﬀered from the target in two features,
either in size and orientation, or in size and colour or in
orientation and colour. For example, the target was a
small red square among big red diamonds (diﬀerences:
size, orientation), small pink diamonds (diﬀerences: le-
sioned colour, orientation) and big pink squares (dif-
ferences: lesioned colour, size).
Appendix B. Results for feature and conjunction search
conditions
B.1. Analysis of reaction time
Mean response times and number of correct re-
sponses were calculated for each subject in the four
diﬀerent search conditions. Mean reaction times were
obtained for each set size, separate for the target (pre-
sent and absent) conditions by averaging over each
subjects correct reaction times and afterwards averaging
over all subjects in the four experimental conditions. An
outlier analysis was performed (criterion: reaction time
less or more than 2.5 standard deviation from average
analogous to Humphreys et al. (1989)). Mean reaction
times were calculated separately for trials in which the
target was present (target present) and for trials in which
the target was absent (target absent). Mean reaction
times are summarised for feature and conjunction search
in Fig. 3b.
A one-way analysis of variance for repeated mea-
sures revealed signiﬁcant main eﬀects of condition on
reaction time for all set sizes (Set size 4: F ¼ 12:4;
p ¼ 0:002; set size 9: F ¼ 29:4; p ¼ 0:000; set size 16:
F ¼ 7:7; p ¼ 0:002; set size 25: F ¼ 34:8; p ¼ 0:000; set
size 36: F ¼ 50:0; p ¼ 0:000). Post hoc t-tests were
computed to test whether the following pairs diﬀered
signiﬁcantly in their mean reaction times: 1,1-search vs.
2,1-search, 2,1-search vs. 3,1-search, 1,1-search vs. 3,2-
search. Signiﬁcance level was Bonferroni-adjusted due
to three post hoc comparisons (adjusted signiﬁcance
level: p < 0:017). 1,1-search had signiﬁcantly lower re-
action times than 2,1-search for set sizes 16, 25 and 36.
2,1-search had a signiﬁcantly higher mean reaction time
than 3,1-search for set size 9, while 3,1-search had sig-
niﬁcantly higher mean reaction times than 2,1-search for
set size 25 and 36. The diﬀerences between 1,1-search vs.
3,2-search yielded signiﬁcance for set size 4 and 16. In
the target present trials, diﬀerences in search perfor-
mance were tested. A one-way ANOVA for repeated
measures revealed signiﬁcant main eﬀects of ‘‘set size’’
only for 2,1-search and 3,1-search conditions (F ¼ 5:2;
p ¼ 0:001; F ¼ 9:5; p ¼ 0:000). While search perfor-
mance did not diﬀer signiﬁcantly for 1,1-search and 3,2-
search conditions, search performance decreased sig-
niﬁcantly for 2,1-search and 3,1-search conditions with
increasing set size.
B.2. Regression analysis
A regression analysis was performed for each exper-
imental condition, separated for target present and tar-
get absent trials, with reaction time as dependent
measure and set size as independent variable. At ﬁrst,
regression coeﬃcients were calculated for each subject.
Then mean regression coeﬃcients were calculated for
every condition by averaging subjects regression coef-
ﬁcients. The mean regression coeﬃcients are summar-
ised in Fig. 9. Concerning the trials with target present,
in all conjunction search conditions regression coeﬃ-
cients were signiﬁcantly greater than zero (2,1-search:
T ¼ 6:3; p ¼ 0:000; 3,1-search: T ¼ 8:8; p ¼ 0:000; 3,2-
search: T ¼ 3:9; p ¼ 0:001). Only for feature search the
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regression coeﬃcient did not diﬀer signiﬁcantly from
zero (T ¼ 1:8; p ¼ 0:083). Concerning the trials with
target absent, all regression coeﬃcients were signiﬁ-
cantly greater than zero. A one-way analysis of variance
for repeated measures revealed signiﬁcant main eﬀects of
‘‘condition’’ on regression coeﬃcients (target present:
F ¼ 36:6; p ¼ 0:000). Post hoc paired t-tests revealed
that the regression coeﬃcient for 3,1-search was signiﬁ-
cantly greater than for 2,1-search (T ¼ 5:1; p ¼ 0:000),
the regression coeﬃcient for 2,1-search was signiﬁcantly
larger than for 3,2-search (T ¼ 11:2; p ¼ 0:001), and the
regression coeﬃcient for 1,1-search was signiﬁcantly
smaller than for 3,2-search (T ¼ 3:1; p ¼ 0:03).
Appendix C. Results for damaging one feature dimension
Mean reaction times and number of correct responses
were calculated for both ﬁxed and non-ﬁxed searches as
described for feature and conjunction search. Mean re-
action times are plots in Fig. 8.
A one-way analysis of variance for repeated measures
revealed signiﬁcant main eﬀects for ‘‘condition’’ on re-
action time for all set sizes (Set size 4: F ¼ 4:3;
p ¼ 0:011; set size 9: F ¼ 19:7; p ¼ 0:000; set size 16:
F ¼ 29:0; p ¼ 0:000; set size 25: F ¼ 45:3; p ¼ 0:000; set
size 36: F ¼ 34:9; p ¼ 0:000). Post hoc t-tests were
computed to test whether reaction times of ﬁxed normal
Fig. 9. Mean regression coeﬃcients for feature and conjunction search (N ¼ 27). TP: target present, TA: target absent.
Fig. 10. Mean regression coeﬃcients for ﬁxed and non-ﬁxed searches (N ¼ 27) (ﬁxed, normal: F,N-search; ﬁxed, lesioned: F,L-search; non-ﬁxed,
normal: N,N-search; non-ﬁxed, lesioned: N,L-search). TP: target present, TA: target absent.
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F,N-search diﬀered signiﬁcantly from ﬁxed, lesioned
F,L-search respectively non-ﬁxed, normal N, N-search
from non-ﬁxed, lesioned N,L-search. The signiﬁcance
level was Bonferroni-adjusted due to two post hoc
comparisons (adjusted signiﬁcance level p < 0:025).
Reaction times of ﬁxed, lesioned F,L-search did not
diﬀer signiﬁcantly from ﬁxed, normal F,N-search except
for set size 9. Reaction times of non-ﬁxed, lesioned N,L-
search were signiﬁcantly larger for all set sizes than re-
action times of non-ﬁxed, normal N,N-search. One-way
analysis of variance for repeated measures did not re-
vealed signiﬁcant main eﬀects of set size on search per-
formance for target-present trials.
C.1. Regression analysis
As described for feature and conjunction search,
mean regression coeﬃcients were calculated for every
condition by averaging the subjects regression coeﬃ-
cients. Results are shown in Fig. 10.
Concerning the trials with target present, in both
ﬁxed search conditions regression coeﬃcients did not
diﬀer signiﬁcantly from zero (F,N-search: T ¼ 1:5; p ¼
0:140; F,L-search: T ¼ 0:7; p ¼ 0:477). For both non-
ﬁxed search conditions, regression coeﬃcients were sig-
niﬁcantly larger than zero (N,N-search: T ¼ 6:4; p ¼
0:000; N,L-search: T ¼ 7:0; p ¼ 0:000). Concerning the
trials with target absent, all regression coeﬃcients were
signiﬁcantly larger than zero. Comparing normal with
lesioned search conditions, one-way ANOVAs for re-
peated measures were computed for ﬁxed and non-ﬁxed
conditions (target present trials in normal vs. lesioned
search conditions). For the non-ﬁxed search conditions,
the regression coeﬃcient of lesioned N,L-search was
signiﬁcantly increased comparing to normal N,N-search
(F ¼ 36:6; p ¼ 0:000). The regression coeﬃcient for
ﬁxed, lesioned F,L-search, in contrast, did not diﬀer
signiﬁcantly from ﬁxed, normal F,N-search (F ¼ 2:4;
p ¼ 0:135).
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